L I N E TA B L E
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CONFERENCE AND EVENTS

Line Table
Our Line Table range is a versatile table system focusing on
an efficient set up and breakdown, whilst still maintaining
a contemporary aesthetic and addressing some of the key
challenges of operating in the demanding conference and
events sector, such as product durability and storage.
The range is available in four shapes (rectangular,
classroom, trapezoid and half-round), which offers
flexibility to create multiple layouts such as boardroom,
u-shapes or workshop. The different options ensure that
there is always a flexible solution for your set up.
Watch the Line Table animation.
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Materials and Colour

Boardroom

B11

B12

B13

D15

B41

TOBACCO
+ BLACK

WALNUT
+ BLACK

LIGHT
WALNUT +
BLACK

ACACIA
+ GREY

DARK
MARBLE +
BLACK

B11
TOBACCO
+ BLACK

CONFERENCE AND EVENTS
A

B

C

D

E

F

2700 × 1800 × 747 mm

3360 × 1800 × 747 mm

3600 × 1800 × 747 mm

2400 × 1500 × 747 mm

2800 × 1500 × 747 mm

3000 × 1500 × 747 mm

The Line table range is available in two sizes – 1800
mm and 1500 mm – and in three different shapes –
rectangular, classroom and trapezoid – to create various
configurations that can be built to suit any specific needs.

U-shape
B00

D00

BLACK

GREY

Storage Trolleys

Line Table

G

H

I

J

4050 × 3600 × 747 mm

5200 × 3600 × 747 mm

3450 × 3000 × 747 mm

4300 × 3000 × 747 mm

The Line range consisted in five different elements
including table tops, legs, modesty panels (optional), cable
management (optional) and trolleys (mandatory).
Our Line Table tops are made from HPL with a durable Reef
edge and our table legs are available in complementary
colours. Our standard top comes as Erable and Black
(B01).

Classroom

K

L

3800 × 3600 × 747 mm

3800 × 3000 × 747 mm

Round Tables

M

N

O

P

1800 × 1800 × 747 mm

4600 × 4600 × 747 mm

1500 × 1500 × 747 mm

4000 × 4000 × 747 mm
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CONFERENCE AND EVENTS

Line Table
Line is our new linenless conference table range, which
offers a contemporary aethetic that fits discreetly in any
environment.
The range is a versatile table system focusing on
an efficient set up and break-down offering great
functionality, ergonomics and flexibility to address some
of the key challenges of operating in the demanding
conference and events sector.
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Follow us for the latest Craster news.

(UK) +44 (0)203 004 4750
(USA) +1 732 543 7862
info@craster.com
Download the latest version of our catalogue.
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